Real Pro’s Tip Sheet

REAL PRO'S POWDER PAINT SPRAY GUN

Now you can with Real Pro’s All New POWDER SPRAY GUN!

All those formerly hard to dip items such as spinner blades, spoons, or anything else metal, can now be painted without the need for expensive electrostatic spraying equipment or spray booths. Spoons can be painted without “wrap-around” and Real Pro Glitter colours can be added with beautiful even coverage.

Real Pro’s SportFishing has just made applying your Heat & Dip Powder Paints easier than ever! Heat & Spray with amazing air brush effects such as lines, patterns, splashes, two-tones etc. Easily paint one or two sides of all your spinner blades & spoons without any wrap around. Also spray jigs, spinnerbait heads and any other metal parts you want painted. Even apply amazing glitter effects in minutes, all with no dry time.

Our Powder Paint Air Brush-Gun resembles an airbrush with a 4oz. Jar attached and comes complete with the gun and air hose. Since the PSG requires very little air (5-10 psi at 1 cfm), even the smallest compressors will operate it.

Using the Heat & Spray Air Gun

1. Warm the part to be painted in a preheated oven at 350-400 degrees F for 5 minutes. A small propane torch can also be used by holding the part with a needle nose pliers or by hanging on a fine wire and moving back and forth over flame for a few seconds. Immediately after heating, hold or hang part sideways to allow spraying in a horizontal direction. Hold gun tip 4-6 inches from metal surface and spray in a sweeping motion.

2. The powder will adhere immediately and flow out into a smooth finish. If metal has cooled to the point where powder does not flow out completely, return piece to oven or wave back side of piece over torch flame until desire effect is achieved. More paint can be added as necessary. For maximum durability, hang painted piece in oven for 5 to 10 minutes at 370° F.

3. Unused powder can be left in covered jars. To change colour, simply blow out plastic tube and attach new jar. Fill the glass 4oz jar only half full for best results. All Real Pro’s Heat & Dip Powder Paint bottles may be attached right to the gun right to the gun.

TIP: To eliminate dust, work in front of a small cardboard box, lying on its side, with a shop vac hose inserted into the lower back side. The air flow created by the vacuum will keep powder in the box. Also available: LureMaking.com’s mini-spray booth which simply attaches to your vacuum.

TIP: Always keep paint loose and fluffy by gently shaking closed jar back and forth before attaching to powder paint air gun.

Real Pro’s Heat & Dip Powder Paint

Easy to use! Simply heat & dip your metal Lures!! HIGH GLOSS FINISH. NOW 57 colours and finishes available.

Regular Colours

Fluorescent / Special

Glow in the Dark Colours

Transparent Colours

Super Glow in the Dark

Glitter Colours

Real Pro’s Heat & Dip Powder Paint is available in starter kits, 50g jars, 1lb lots and 10 pound pails. Please visit luremaking.com or call 1-800-203-8427 for pricing.
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